
 

 
 



 

 
 
Our mission is to give every woman the opportunity to determine her own destiny, 
and walk her own path to success. We accomplish this by designing fabulous 
sandals and products, and cultivating an environment of teamwork and 
encouragement. We stand for nothing less. 
  
You will quickly see that every action we take goes toward accomplishing our 
mission and reinforcing an amazing and supportive culture. Culture drives 
expectations and beliefs. Expectations and beliefs drive behavior. Behavior drives 
habits. And habits create the future. We believe that our future is bright, and we 
are excited that you are now part of it. 
  
We have worked hard to make sure fibi & clo offers you the best in product, 
support, training and compensation. The sandals are literally walking billboards! 
And as long as you put in the effort, we are confident you will achieve your goals. 
  
Please reach out to your upline and take advantage of the training materials in our 
online platform. If you follow the best practices of those that came before you, as 
well as study and practice our training materials, you will see success. Since we 
request that you strive to learn and become better at your business, you should 
expect the same from us. If you have any suggestions or constructive feedback, 
please send them to hello@fibiandclo.com. We will read and use them to improve 
the company when possible. 
  
Now the fun begins! We can’t wait to see you grow your business and open up a 
whole new world of possibilities for you and your family. 
  
Enjoy and prosper! 
  
Michael Leen 
CEO and Founder, fibi & clo 
 

 

 



 

What now? 

  
fibi & clo is unlike any other social selling or direct sales companies. The way we 
work may be a totally new experience for you. We do not have “kits,” and we do 
not charge you to join. So you may be asking yourself, “This is all great, but how 
do I sell these shoes and sandals?” 
 
That’s not a hard question to answer. fibi & clo will give you the tools and 
marketing assets to help you start selling right away. With the emergence of social 
media, as well as the changes in consumer behavior brought about by Amazon and 
Zappos, customers are no longer weary of purchasing items, especially shoes, 
online and/or from photos.  
 
Instead of kits, we give all Ambassadors a free unique website to direct their friends 
and social circle to, which will result in sales and commission checks. We want to 
make your start with fibi & clo a risk free proposition. In exchange for simply 
spreading the word, fibi & clo will reward you with bonuses and commissions. 
 
As you grow with fibi & clo, we will make available to you the tools and resources 
that can yield you even more sales. Most of these will be for free, while others will 
be at below market prices. For those Ambassadors and Agents who want to 
purchase samples to create a table display for in-home parties, we’ve got you 
covered as well.  
 
Our first piece of advice is for your to reach out to your sponsor and to read our 
training materials. You have three items that you should read carefully; the 
handbook, the social media guide and the policies and procedures manual.  
 
Our second piece of advice is to purchase a pair of sandals for yourself, and to wear 
them around as much as possible (weather permitting :) ). Our sandals act as 
“walking billboards,” and you will literally have people tapping you on the shoulder. 
It’s easy to sell a sandal when your customers are coming to you.  
 
So get out there and start working your business. We have your back! 
 
 

 



 

S.M.A.R.T. Goals 

There is a BIG difference between dreaming and doing. You joined fibi & clo 
because you have a goal in mind, and we want to help you take those first 
steps towards accomplishing that goal. We challenge you not to tell yourself, 
“I wish I had that.” Instead, ask yourself, “What steps will I take to get 
better and accomplish my goal?” 
  
Over the next month, make a SMART goal, and answer the following 
questions to make sure your goal is a good fit for you. 
  
The SMART goal framework has been around for decades, and we didn’t 
want to try to reinvent the wheel. The process has endured because it’s 
effective, and we urge you to encourage the SMART thinking process. 
  
SMART is an acronym for SMART, MEASURABLE, ACHIEVABLE, REALISTIC 
and TIME. We will break down each part below, but first, we need to 
understand why we will act in the first place. We can be this your “WHY.” 
Why will you take those steps out the door each day to build your fibi & clo 
business. fibi & clo is fun to do, but this will not be enough to make you 
achieve your goal. 
  
Here are some the WHYs of some of our fibi & clo Fashion Agents: 
  
  
“fibi & clo is how I will afford a vacation to Hawaii for my family. I 
love the idea of being able to give back to my husband and kids. “ 
-       Arianna, San Antonio 
  
“fibi & clo is what allows me to be a career woman and a mom in 
perfect harmony.  I love that I am able to always make it to every 
event for my kids, without asking permission, and that I get to help 
other women feel good every day!” 
-       Jenn M., Fort Myers, FL 
 

 



 

  
What is your WHY? Write it down below:  

 
  

 
 

  
Now that you know your WHY, we will explain how SMART goals work. Let’s use the 
example of an Agent who joins fibi & clo to work her way out of a credit card debt. 
See below how she would approach this goal. 
  
SPECIFIC - What is your well-defined goal? What do you want to accomplish? 
For example: I want to earn enough to pay off my outstanding credit card bill. 
  
MEASURABLE - How will you know when you have accomplished this goal? 
For example: My bill is $1000, and by paying it off I will be debt free. 
  
ACHIEVABLE - Can you truly reach this goal? Can you fit the time and effort in 
your life schedule? 
For example: I will need to sell approx. 60 sandals. 
  
REALISTIC - What adjustments did you make? 
For example: If I target my immediate social security as well as my Junior League 
friends, I will be able to do this. 
  
TIME - Set deadlines. Did you take action towards your goal? Did you complete 
your goal today? 
For example:  I want to achieve this in 60 days. 
  
Keep in mind that your WHY is not one goal. Your WHY will inspire and focus you on 
many goals, and each one should be broken down into a SMART goal. For example, 
if your WHY is to see more of your kids, your goals may include, 1) paying off credit 
card debt, 2) Making a certain amount of money each month, and 3) Building a 
team of 10 level 1 Agents so that your passive income is enough so that you can 
take time off during the week to stay at home. 
 
 

 



 

Each one of those example goals above should be broken down into a SMART goal. 
In your binder write down your WHY, the goals that your WHY inspires, and then 
break those goals down into SMART goals. This is a great activity to do when you 
start fibi & clo, and your upline will be more than happy to help you with this 
activity. 
  
SETTING GOALS IS THE FIRST STEP IN TURNING THE INVISIBLE INTO VISIBLE. 

SETTING YOUR GOALS 

  
Your fibi & clo business will provide many opportunities to achieve short-term and 
long-term financial and lifestyle goals. Building your business will take effort but the 
rewards are worth it. 
  

Month I want to: I need to earn: Is it a SMART 
goal? 

        

        

        

   
  
This is an additional step that we like to do at fibi & clo. We want to know where 
you will be one year after your join date with fibi & clo. What rank will you have 
achieved and what income do you wish to be making. Take a few minutes to 
envision this and then write it down below. Make sure that your goal is written with 
the SMART framework in mind. 

 
 
 
 

  

 



 

fibi & clo Compensation Plan - The 
Best Plan in the Fashion Industry. 

  
People join fibi & clo to be a part of a group of like-minded individuals, to have 
something they can call their own, because of their family needs, to make some 
extra money, to stay at home and watch their babies grow up, or because they see 
the potential fibi & clo has to offer. 
  
fibi & clo difference 
  
We designed our compensation plan with one goal in mind: To help you maximize 
your profit. Therefore, our compensation plan is simple, easy to understand and the 
most rewarding in the fashion industry. We tell you exactly what you need to do to 
get paid. No more complicated volume conversion, no more complicated team 
structure that makes you disqualified when you should get paid, and no more 
hidden deductibles and/or surprises: What you see is what you get. 
  
At fibi & clo, we believe life is better with friends and community, so instead of a 
personal sales requirement, we measure team performance. 
  
Our compensation plan chart explains fibi & clo’s commission structure, positions 
and requirements for promotion within the company. It also covers perks and 
bonuses, and how to get them. 
 
Here’s a deeper dive into the chart and plan. 
  
We offer 5 positions: 
 
1.     Ambassador 
2.     Fashion Agent 
3.     Fashion Leader 
4.     Fashion Director 
5.     Fashion Executive  
  
 

 



 

 
Ambassador 
  
At fibi & clo, we believe everyone deserves a chance to be happy and successful, so 
we provide you the opportunity to become an Ambassador at ZERO investment. 
This level is for the fibi fan that wants to take their love of the brand to the next 
level! Simply signup through our website to become an Ambassador and receive 
your Fashion eBoutique (your own replicated e-commerce store).  Shop in your own 
eBoutique and share your new business with your friends on social media sites like 
Facebook and Instagram. You can immediately make 15% retail commission on 
your own purchase and when your direct referrals/friends make a purchase.  
  
You will not be charged upfront for your e-Boutique. We have eliminated this cost 
as you start to learn about fibi & clo and get a feel for the business. This should be 
considered your “free trial” period. 
  
Fashion Agent, Interviews and Personal Team Sales Requirements: 
  
To become a Fashion Agent you only need $500 in Personal Team Sales in any 
month. Personal Team Sales includes product sales from your eBoutique and your 
friend’s (level 1) eBoutiques. This rank will give you an additional 5% on all sales in 
your personal Boutique. Continue to earn 15% from your friends’ eboutiques and 
now you earn 5% of your friend’s friend’s eBoutique.. 
  
To progress to higher ranks, the logic is the same as Fashion Agent. And as long as 
you hit the monthly team sales criteria, you will achieve the respective rank. 
  
We are the only social selling, consumer goods Company that has NO PERSONAL 
SALES requirement. If you’re having a slow month, but you put in the effort to 
mentor your first downline, we will still reward your efforts. 
  
In order to make the transition from Ambassador to Fashion Agent, we do want to 
make sure you’re a good fit for our culture and are committed to turning fibi & clo 
into more than a hobby. All Ambassadors will have to fill out an electronic survey 
and be accepted by corporate into the Fashion Agent rank. 
  
 

 



 

This level is also when you will be relying on and using the website more. For the 
increased functionality we will start to charge a small fee for access. However, in 
keeping in line with our values, fibi & clo will not make this an out of pocket 
expense, and we will only charge when there is activity. We will only deduct $10 for 
the month that you make more than $50 in commission. The fee is $10 per active 
month for the leading software in social selling. 
  
Fashion Leader and beyond and Training Modules: 
  
After Fashion Agent, each rank comes with required training. You will have ample 
time to complete the training, and the details of the training will be made available 
to you when the rank is achieved. You do not need to complete the training to be 
paid out at the rank you earned, but you will need to complete the training in order 
to progress higher (exceptions can be made by corporate for Agents with 
experience in past endeavors). Training is free, and the materials covered will 
ensure you are the best leader you could possibly be. It’ll be fun as well.   
  
Bonus Pool: 
  
The Bonus pool is how fibi & clo continually rewards your effort: both present and 
past. Corporate is committed to paying out 1% of sales each month in the form of a 
bonus.  
  
Each rank past the rank of Ambassador has a score allotment. FA=1, FL=2, FD=4, 
FE=8. Also, for every $500 in retail sales during a given commission month, a point 
will be allocated. If an Agent sells $1500 they will receive 3 points. 
  
To determine your allocation of the monthly bonus pool, fibi will take your rank 
score and multiple it by your sales points. For example, if you are a Fashion Leader 
with $1500 in sales, you will receive 6 points (rank score of 2 multiplied by your 
sales points of 3). Corporate will add up all the bonus points and then divide by 
your score to determine the percentage of the monthly bonus that you will receive. 
  
For example, if there are 100 bonus points, and you have a point total of 6, you will 
receive 6% of the bonus. If the bonus for that month is $10,000, that’s an extra 
$600 in your pocket! 

 
 



 

Phone Bonus: 
  
fibi & clo believes that companies have a responsibility to their sales leaders to 
provide the tools necessary for success. Your phone will be the single biggest tool 
you use to make sales and mentor a team. We offer a phone bonus to all leaders 
who reach certain sales goals. This will be in the form of a bonus added to your 
monthly commission. If you personally sell $750 you will receive a $50 phone 
bonus, and if you personally sell $1000 you will receive a $100 phone bonus. 
  
For example, if you are at the Fashion Leader level and sell $1000 for the month. 
You will receive $250 in personal commission and a $100 phone bonus, for an 
effective commission rate of 35%. 
  
Fast Start 
  
If you become a Fashion Leader within three months of your start date, you will 
receive a PEDI business bonus pack. This includes a pedicure day at your local nail 
salon (so your toes look awesome in your fibi & clo sandals), as well as some other 
goodies. 
 
If you become a Fashion Director within 3 months of your start date, you will 
receive the PEDI business bonus pack as well as an IPAD mini to assist you in your 
business. 
  
Inactive status 
  
While it is free to join, we do expect our Fashion Agents and above to show their 
continued commitment to working their fibi & clo business. All Agents and above 
must sell at least one pair of sandals in a rolling three month status. If you do not 
sell a sandal in a rolling three month period you will be placed on probation for the 
next period. If during that period you do not sell a pair of sandals, you will be 
placed on inactive status and your team will roll up to the next active upline. The 
inactive Agent will be stripped of their rank and will be designated an Ambassador. 
There is no way to get your team back if you become inactive, and you will start 
from scratch. This includes going through all trainings. 
 
 

 



 

 
Rank Elevations and Commission 
 
Please see terms and conditions for comp plan in appendix. 
 
Maintaining Rank 
 
Please see terms and conditions for comp plan in appendix. 
 
Hostess Party Incentives (both online and in-person): 
  
Our Shoe Party Perks are super simple to communicate and understand, and also 
provides the hostess with an awesome incentive to host a party. For every $250 in 
sales a hostess will receive a $50 shoe credit. There is no limit to how much credit a 
hostess can receive. 
  
Once a party reaches $250 in sales, the hostess will also qualify for discounted 
sandals. Please refer to the party chart for the latest details. 
  
Sandal Discount once Agent level is reached: 
  
As a one-time discount to help you build your table display, fibi & clo will offer 5 
pairs of sandals for $200. You will receive one sandal in each size 6-10, and the 
styles will be selected by corporate. Some shoes/sandals will not be available. 
These purchases are non-commissionable and come with free shipping. 
  
fibi & clo does not recommend this option for all Agents. Please consult with your 
team leader before purchasing this option. Be sure that you understand the work 
involved to earn back the investment.   
 
There are absolutely no recruitment requirements necesary to advance in 
rank. Another first in social selling.  
 
Please see the compensation chart in the appendix. 
 
 
 

 



 

                                                                                      

What Does It Take To Become A Leader? 
  
Leaders in fibi & clo increase their monthly income by supporting the efforts of 
others. The role of the Leader is to sponsor and coach new agents, giving them the 
support needed to build a productive, profitable business of their own. If you are 
considering the possibility of becoming a Leader, take a moment to evaluate 
whether you have the bandwidth to mentor a team while building your own 
business. Think about it this way: 
  
P.E.O.P.L.E. + Sales = LEADERS 
  
Personal Branding - With fibi & clo you are a walking billboard. By becoming a 
leader you will become just as visible to your team, and they will study you to see 
how hard and smart you work, how dedicated you are and how you represent the 
brand. Personal Branding is not about who you know but WHO KNOWS YOU. 
Become known as the person of action who truly cares about their team and can 
show them how to become better versions of themselves. 
  
Excitement - Excitement goes hand in hand with your attitude. You must have the 
right attitude to attract people and inspire them to stretch beyond their comfort 
zone as they learn to build a business by following your lead. Your vibe attracts 
your tribe. 
  
Opportunity - Take every opportunity that comes your way. Rejections and No’s are 
your best learning tool. Believe in yourself. If you don’t believe in what you are 
doing, others will see that and not follow. You must never, never, never give up. 
  
Passion - Love what you do! Leaders know that in order to have followers you must 
walk the walk and talk the talk. Leaders set the example and coach from 
experience. Passion in what you do drives the hunger for knowledge. Leaders seek 
information and experience to improve their own performance and share it with 
their team. 
  
Learning - Leaders recognize that learning does not happen in a classroom, it’s in 
the field where people experience success and disappointment. Coach, mentor, and 
give consistent effort. 

 



 

Execution - Leaders take action. Be action-oriented. This not only is a reflection of 
you but also your company, fibi & clo, your fabulous sandals and products. It makes 
a difference of having to sell and people wanting to buy. There should always be 
more action than posting on Facebook or talking on conference calls. 

Growing a TEAM - TOGETHER EVERYONE 
ACHIEVES MORE 
  
If you decide to become a Leader, sponsoring others is a necessary activity to 
achieve your goals. If you’re passionate about being a part of fibi & clo and 
consistently show your professionalism, enthusiasm, and great attitude, then 
creating a team should be effortless. 
  
People WANT to join with someone they view as successful! Plain and 
simple! 
  
We know how fabulous you are! We are confident that qualified people will seek out 
this opportunity once they see the sandals for themselves. Remember, you are 
building a business for yourself - but you are not building a business by yourself.  
With that being said, here are a few tips you can use to build on your steps to 
success. 
Coaching Calls: 
 
If you are going to build a team, you need a framework in place to mentor and 
inspire. We recommend setting up bi-weekly training calls for your Level 1-3 team 
members. You may have levels 4-6 that you receive commission from, but a good 
leader would have identified a leader within their downline who would be doing calls 
for her level 1-3 (which would be your levels 4-6).  
 
We find that you will exert the most influence on your level 1 team members, so it’s 
important to have regular conversations and training calls with them. Here are 
some tips for those calls. 
  
 
 

 



 

L.I.S.T.E.N. 
  
Listen - Pay attention. Give your team your entire presence and focus when 
interacting with them. 
  
Identify the Question - Sometimes a team member's concern is unclear. You may 
have to ask questions to clarify what they are really saying. Repeat what they said 
if you are unsure what to ask. 
  
Show that you care - Your team’s feelings are real. Empathize with them. If you felt 
the same way, tell them that. If you know of others that felt the same way, tell 
them that. 
  
Tell a story - Share your experience. When people are weighing whether they want 
to join your team, they will typically ask you why you do it. Here is the story and 
WHY of one of our agents in Florida, Jenn Matthews: 
  

When I first saw fibi & clo I fell in love with the shoes instantly, like every 
woman who sees them! They were some of the most unique and beautiful 
sandals I had ever seen, and I am a Florida girl - so sandals are definitely my 
thing! I knew I wanted a pair, I actually wanted EVERY pair! It took me 2 
seconds to decide to take advantage of the business opportunity. I didn't 
jump, I dove head & heart first into fibi. It didn't take long for me to realize I 
had found my passion. I have always loved helping other women feel 
confident and beautiful but now I am able to empower other women, as 
moms, wives and businesswomen. When women feel good, they do good. fibi 
& clo allows me to help women do it all! 
 
As a single mom of 4 girls, I am able to work my business with other moms 
who understand mom life and want to have friendships and a career 
alongside with all of the other duties of being a woman. My daughters get to 
watch me smile while I work, participate with me, understand what it means 
to follow your dreams and achieve your goals. I love that I get to keep on my 
mommy hat while putting on my business hat. fibi & clo is truly the best gift 
my family has received. 
  
-       Jenn M. Fort Myers, FL 

 



 

Ensure that they understand - You may not have gotten your point across. You 
need to be sure, so ask them, “Does that make sense? Do you see what I mean? 
Does that help?” 
  
Notify them of options - If you have satisfied their concerns completely, simply 
move on. Otherwise let them know what else they can do. It might be a team call 
or one on one training. Let them know their options and let them choose. 
  
Sponsoring requirements: 
 

1. The Team Leader must actively practice fibi & clo’s culture and values. 
2. The Team Leader must actively engage in goal setting and mentoring. 
3. The Team Leader must educate on how to use sizers and communicate fibi & 

clo sizing.  
4. The Team Leader must practice timely dissemination of information from HQ. 
5. The Team Leader must actively book Shoe Parties and meet sales quotas. 

Setting an example is the best way to lead. 
6. The Team Leader must remain in good standing with fibi & clo and hold 

active status. 

CUSTOMERS ARE EVERYWHERE 
  
The most important thing you can do to attract people is to show them your 
product. There is nothing quite like a fibi & clo sandal. When ladies see our sandals 
for the first time, they exclaim, “I have to have that!” 
  
YOU MUST HAVE A VALUE MESSAGE AND BE VISIBLE 
  
The easiest way to get started is to contact people you know. This is exciting news! 
Let them know you have started your new business and invite them to learn more 
about fibi & clo sandals and products. Ask for their assistance in getting the word 
out. 
  
You are not telling people things they do not want to know. Women will be 
genuinely interested in your passions, more so, if that passion involves shoes. So 
get out there and spread your fibi & clo story. 

 



 

 
Traditionally you want to create a list of your family, friends, co-workers, school 
teachers, church friends, etc. However, what you are really doing is networking. For 
some, it comes naturally. For others, it may require a bit of work, but if you put in 
the effort, your network will continue to grow. Here are a few things you want to 
keep in mind when it comes to networking: 
  
●      Put yourself out there and be yourself - talk to and/or engage on social media 
and in person with as many people as possible. 
  
●      EVERYONE is relevant (Very Important) - All it takes is that ONE personal 
connection or that ONE meeting to unlock an entirely new social circle who will want 
to purchase awesome shoes and sandals. 
  
●      Make personal connections - Don’t underestimate the value of face-to-face 
networking. Don’t actively sell, rather actively make relationships. Once you have 
broken the ice with someone, the sale will follow (it may not be that same day, so 
be patient and keep cultivating your relationships). 
  
●      Stay consistent - Make sure you follow up, continue to learn about the people 
in your network, and build relationships. 
  
When personally networking with people, be open about who you are and what 
you’re passionate about. Networking is fun and full of opportunities in business and 
personal relationships. So take a breath, get yourself out there, and have fun! A 
reliable and disarming opening line is: 
  

 “Hi, I’d like to introduce myself and learn a bit about you. My mission today 
was to introduce myself to five people and expand my network, and I hope 
you find this useful as well.” 

  
During the natural duration of your conversation, it is very likely the other person 
will ask what you do, and that gives you a natural opening to talk about shoes! 
  
 

 



 

Party Time...Get your Shoes on! 

  
The best way to be successful in your business is to get in front of people (in person 
and online) and that, of course, means booking parties, especially online parties. 
fibi & clo strongly believes that group interaction is the best way to book more 
parties and to start conversations with customers about joining your team. 
However, in this day and age, social media is something that all agents should use 
in conjunction with the traditional party planning platform. Social media allows for 
more chances to bond with your teams and stay in contact with customers. 
  
●      First, invite a friend or family member to serve as your Hostess. You can host 
the party yourself, but it’s nice to get others involved. Once a Hostess is selected, 
decide on a time and date. As you partner with your Hostess, ensure her that you 
will be with her every step of the way. Make it as simple as possible for her to 
prepare for the Shoe party. Hostess Coaching in advance of the Shoe party will help 
guarantee a strong guest turnout, enhance sales and ensure she’ll encourage her 
guests to host future Shoe parties with you. 
  
●      Open a Shoe Party. You will fill out the hostess information section that also 
includes setting up your Hostess with a login and password. You will have a special 
URL that you and your Hostess can share. She can work with you to promote the 
online party and invite more guests. 
  
●      Your next task is to invite guests. Just as with a home party, the more the 
merrier, the more orders you’ll get! Some ideas for getting the word out include: 
 

1. Invite everyone you know. 
2. Have your Hostess invite everyone she knows. 
3. Offer a gift to anyone who brings a friend. 
4. Post a note on your social media channels. 
5. Blog about your upcoming party. 
6. Tweet about your party on Twitter. 
7. Announce your party on Facebook. 
8. Send out a postcard (electronic or print). 
9. Do anything you can do to get more guests–without SPAM, of course! 

 

 



 

 
●      Guests are the lifeblood of a party and without them, your party will fail. 
Spend as much time promoting and inviting as you can! 
 

Pro tip: The general rule of thumb is that 10 guests will earn you $150-$300 
in commission, depending on your rank. 

  
●      Start by introducing yourself to your guests. Tell them a little about you and 
how you came to be involved with fibi & clo. Then invite each guest to introduce 
herself. This is a good time to play an icebreaker game. If you are having a Shoe 
Party through Facebook Live, we want you to treat it as if it were a professional 
production. Envision yourself as the host on QVC! WOW! You look great! With that 
being said, you want to: 
  

■      Have a clear background - no one wants to see a mess, plus it’s a 
distraction to your guests 
■      Have your area well lit and designed to showcase your styles - Hold 
your beautiful sandals up and show your guests how the stones sparkle 
■      Do a dress rehearsal first - Practice what you want to say... make notes 
if you need to. This will help you with maintaining your conversation flow 
and/or from talking too fast. 
■      Relax and have fun - it will get easier the more you do it.  
  

●       Allow time for your guests to ask questions about your products. 
  
●      Remind guests that every order they place will give their hostess credit (this is 
another reason for having a friend serve as hostess). And help them place their 
orders online if they need your help. 
  
●      Be sure to create a “party atmosphere” by providing fun and entertaining 
activities, games and lively discussions. You want every guest to be glad she came 
so she’ll want to attend the next party you hold–and ideally, book one of her own! 
For online parties via Facebook live, acknowledge all guests by name. 
  
 
 
 

 



 

 
●      After your online party, send a quick Thank You email to everyone who 
attended, whether they ordered or not. It’s a nice gesture and will leave a positive 
impression with your guests. 
  
●      Speaking of emails, you should be sending emails out to hostesses and guests 
at certain stages during the party planning process. Here is a framework: 
  
1. Email hostess to confirm the booking of the shoe party 
2.  Check in with hostess: Email hostess to check in with them and give them tips, 
and remind them that their party date is approaching. 
3. Invitation to the guest: You can have your hostess do this, or you can assist. 
Just make sure an invite is sent and do not rely on Facebook event invitations (they 
do not work). 
4. Reminder to the guest: Send a reminder to the guest a couple days before the 
event. 
5. Guest instruction: If they can't attend the party. Let them know how they can 
order online and still give the hostess credit. 
6. Thank you email to hostess and guests after the completion of the party. 
  
●      Once all orders are placed, guests will have the options to receive their order 
quickly by shipping directly to themselves OR to wait just a tad bit longer by 
consolidating all orders at less expensive shipping cost. 
  
●      YOU DID IT! All orders are in (you can track your progress and sales through 
your back office) and now, your awesome Hostess can receive her Hostess rewards. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

fibi & clo FAQs 

  
1. How much does it cost to get started? 
  
ZERO. This is a huge departure from the rest of the industry. We’ve seen how hard 
women work to build their businesses and want to demonstrate to people that we 
are willing to invest in them before we ask for them to invest in fibi & clo. 
  
2. Is there a start-up kit? 
  
No. Once we have demonstrated our value to our Ambassadors and Agents, we do 
allow Fashion Agents and above to build out a table display and invest in, and earn, 
their samples. We only encourage our Agents to do this once they are familiar with 
how we do business, and once they share our vision and values. 
  
3. How flexible is this opportunity and what is the time commitment? 
  
Our first level is called an Ambassador, and if all you want is some fun money for 
the weekend, you could put as little as 2-3 hours a month into your business. 
However, if you want to progress and earn real money, we ask that you be willing 
to put in at least 10 hours per month. The opportunity is flexible, but this shouldn’t 
be viewed as a hobby (unless you want to stay as an Ambassador). fibi & clo has 
been extremely fun and rewarding for thousands of past agents, but they knew how 
to work, and weren’t afraid to commit to their passion. 
  
4. How will I know all I need to know? 
  
●   Your mentor or upline will provide support and mentorship. 
●   You will find excellent articles, readings, ideas, information updates and 
shared experiences from all levels, through your upline’s Facebook page. 
●   You can attend area meetings, trainings, and/or get-togethers. 
●   Our Corporate fibi & clo team can be reached by emailing 
hello@fibiandclo.com. 
●   Never stop reading! You will have access to some of the best resources in the 
industry. 
●   Read the manual and website guide. 

 



 

5. What is the minimum requirement to remain an eligible Agent? 
  
To be qualified to receive commissions you must have one sale in your eBoutique 
every 3 months. Four times a year. 
  
6. What if I become an Agent but I like being a customer better? 
  
You can still earn income even if you’re not interested in building a team.  
  
7. What makes fibi & clo different? 
  
We are the only company that offers shoes, so you have zero competition. We have 
the best compensation plan and culture in the entire industry. We’re also really nice 
people. 
  
8. Is the market saturated? 
  
Absolutely not. Along with a zero start-up fee, there is also zero competition as fibi 
& clo is quite unique with being the only sandal company in the direct selling 
industry. 
  
9. My circle of friends is small, so who would I invite? 
  
Start with friends that are always there to support you. Every entrepreneur has 
needed support, and with those that always have your back is a great way to start. 
From there, we suggest going into your extended network of colleagues, 
acquaintances and social connections. Think about everyone you know who dresses 
sharply or who appreciates a fabulous shoe.  
10. How do I sign up? 
  
Go to fibiandclo.com/join and enroll. An Agent Care representative will be in touch 
with you.  
  
11. How do I go from Ambassador to Fashion Agent? 
Once you reach $500 in Total Personal Team Sales (This can be accumulative) you 
simply go through the online interview process. 
 

 



 

12. What is the return policy?  
 
Free and easy returns for credit within 30 days of purchase. Shoes must be in 
unworn condition. If a sandal has a workmanship defect, fibi & clo will gladly refund 
or exchange your purchase. Normal wear and tear of sandals should be expected. 
Our sandals can last a lifetime, but heavy wear will cause the lifetime of the sandal 
to be anywhere from 1-3 years. Always store in the shoe bag provided to prolong 
the life of your fibi & clo sandal.  
 
To process a return please log into your account and follow the prompts.  
  
13. Do the shoes come with a guarantee? 
  
Stone guarantee: If you find that a stone has taken on the role of a ninja, meaning 
it has disappeared without a trace, we will happily send you another as a 
replacement. Contact hello@fibiandclo.com and we will gladly send you 
replacement stones. Please include your name, address, shoe style and the color of 
the missing stone (a picture of the missing stone’s place in the shoe would be 
best). 
  
Guarantee does not cover damages arising from misuse and abuse. Don’t go 
playing soccer with our sandals on! We guarantee against all manufacturing 
defects. Normal wear and tear is to be expected with a product such as shoes and 
sandals.  
  
14. Where are the shoes made? 
  
The sandals are manufactured overseas in inspected, quality workshops. 
  
15. Where are the shoes designed? 
  
In our beautiful design studio in the heart of Brooklyn. 
  
16. Do I have to pay sales tax? 
  
Yes, please refer to the terms and agreements sheet. The platform will take care of 
this for you. 

 



 

17. Do I have to report my earnings for taxes? 
  
Yes. Please refer to the terms and agreements sheet.  
  
18. What if I don’t like my upline? 
  
There are no changes to your upline. As one tribe, we go through the good, the bad 
and the ugly TOGETHER. Reinforce your relationship and show your teammate you 
care about them. Don’t give up. Strong relationships can drive real change that 
leads to great results.  
  
19. What are fibi & clo’s values? 
  
To work as one team with integrity, courtesy and professionalism. Always wear a 
smile (and as often as possible, your fibi & clo sandals). Treat one another with the 
utmost respect. Provide helpful customer service. 
  
20. What do I do if I am not receiving the newsletter? 
  
Whaaat! Not receiving our Newsletter? First, you may want to check your junk mail. 
If we are in there, go ahead and move us to your VIP list, we love that spot! If that 
doesn’t work, then contact hello@fibiandclo.com and we will figure it out together. 
  
21. Why do you need my credit card info when signing up? I thought this 
was free to join! 
 
We are free to join, and one has nothing to do with the other. One of our core 
philosophies is to make things simple for Agents. Having your credit card info 
stored let’s us know you are serious about fibi & clo, as well as allows for a super 
easy checkout process (Think Amazon style). We will NEVER charge your credit card 
unless you want us to, and there are multiple steps in the checkout process to 
insure you really want to buy that business supply, or that sandal. We also have 
some really cool party box features that will be made available in the near future 
that will require a credit card to utilize. Our tech is safe and robust, and we have 
safeguards in place to secure your information. Once you leave fibi & clo, your bank 
account and credit card info is deleted.  
 

 



 

Appendix 
Terms, Definitions and Conditions 

 
Terms Definition 
+3 Group Sales Personal Team Sales and Your Level 2 and Level 3 team 

sales. 
+5 Group Sales Personal Team Sales and Your Level 2 to Level 5 team 

sales. 
+6 Group Sales Personal Team Sales and Your Level 2 to Level 6 team 

sales. 
Achieved or Career Title The highest level an Independent Agent has achieved in 

the Career Plan at any time. fibi & clo offers 5 career titles:  
Ambassador 
Fashion Agent 
Fashion Director 
Fashion Executive 
Fashion Leader 

Active Agent To be considered active, an Independent Agent must make 
a retail purchase every 3 months (rolling three months). A 
customer purchases from Independent Agent's eBoutique 
will count towards Independent Agent's Active status. The 
status will be set every year at March 15th and September 
15th. If the registration date or reinstatement date is less 
than 6 month of the date we calculate, give status of active  

Agent, Independent Business 
Owner, (IBO) or Business 
Owner  

This is a term that must be used to describe every fibi & clo 
Agent. The term identifies an Agent as an independent 
business person with, and not an employee of, fibi & clo. 

Ambassador First level of fibi & clo career title 
Back Office Your Business Owner web portal, which you obtain access 

to once you sign the Business Owner Agreement for fibi & 
clo. This is where Business Owners find Business Owner 
training materials, view their sales history, enter customer 
orders, and much more. 

Bonus Buying  Unethical and prohibited practice of personally purchasing 
product to qualify for compensation levels or incentive 
programs. This unethical, prohibited practice is referred to 
as Bonus Buying and is taken very seriously, and may 
result in immediate termination of your Business Owner 
Agreement. 

Bonus Point Share of the bonus pool. Every $500 Personal Sales will 
count as 1 point, multiply that with you Bonus Point 
Multiplier (Fashion Agent=1, Fashion Leader=2, Fashion 
Director=4, Fashion Executive=8). 
 

Bonus Points Multiplier Multiplier based on the paid as title. Fashion Agent=1, 
Fashion Leader=2, Fashion Director=4, Fashion 
Executive=8 

Bonus Pool A percentage of the total company sales will go into a 
bonus pool and be distributed monthly based on personal 
retail sales and paid- as title.  

Business Cards Bonus One time free business card for each title advancement. 



 

Only one per rank. If that same rank is achieved after 
falling to a lower rank, you do not receive more business 
cards.  

Business Owner Agreement fibi & clo Independent Business Owner Agreement between 
any Independent Business Owner and fibi & clo. The 
Business Owner Agreement also includes the Policies & 
Procedures, and Compensation Plan. 

Compensation Plan Compensation Plan for fibi & clo agent 
Compression/Roll-up Team of terminated agents will transition from current 

sponsor to the nearest eligible agent. Compression will be 
performed two times a year on March 15th and September 
15th.  

Corporate Leads or Leads A customer, Hostess or Business Owner who either 
purchase or signed up on the Corporate Websites and did 
not indicate connection with a specific Business Owner. 

Customer A customer is an individual who purchases products for 
personal use and has not signed an agreement with the 
company. Customer’s purchase(s) is credited to their Agent 
or Ambassador. 

E-Boutique Monthly Fee A monthly services fee of $10 will be deducted from 
Agent's commission check when Agent Earns more than 
$50 in any given month. No services fee will be charged 
otherwise. The fee is waived for Ambassadors. 

Eligible An Agent is considered eligible to receive commission if 
they are Active and meet the monthly requirements for 
their Paid As title 

Fashion Agent Second level of fibi & clo career title 

Fashion Director Fourth level of fibi & clo career title 

Fashion Executive Fifth level of fibi & clo career title 
Fashion Leader Third level of fibi & clo career title 
Fast Lane Bonus Bonus given to agent when promoted to Fashion Leader and  

above in the first 3 month of joining the company 
fibi & clo Z2Direct LLC d/b/a fibi & clo 
fibi & clo Content  All text, images, graphics, videos, training tools and other 

content and materials used or displayed on or in connection 
with and fibi & clo Products, Marketing Materials, business 
supplies or any of our fibi & clo corporate websites. 

fibi & clo Products Any products or goods sold by fibi & clo 
fibi & clo Trademarks All trademarks, service marks, trade names, product 

names, logos and domain names used or displayed on 
or in connection with any fibi & clo product, our 
Marketing Materials, business supplies, or on our 
corporate website. fibi & clo Trademarks include but 
are not limited to the following: Covet by fibi & clo™, 
Covet by fibi & clo logos, Never lose your sparkle.™, 
Our Mission: To Give Every Woman the opportunity to 
determine her own destiny, and walk her own path to 
success® 



 

Genealogy Tree Your entire team, beginning with you, and all the way 
down. 

Grace Period There is no Grace Period 
Group Minimum Sales Minimum sales requirement for a group 
Her Cause fibi & clo's give back program 
Home Office The corporate office for fibi & clo. Also known as HQ 
Host or Hostess  An individual who hosts or is a Hostess for a Shoe 

Party 
Host or Hostess Rewards The rewards a Hostess or Host earns when a Shoe Party 

she/he hosts Qualifies. 
Interview Each Fashion Agent is interviewed before being awarded a 

Fashion Agent title. This may take the form of a phone or 
electronic interview. 

Inventory Loading The practice of purchasing and maintaining excessive 
inventory. 

Level 1 Team Your personal referred Agent 
Level 1 Team Commission Commission paid on Level 1 Team Sales 
Level 2 Team Personal Referred by your level 1 team 
Level 2 Team Commission Commission paid on Level 2 Team Sales 
Level 3 Team Personal Referred by your level 2 team 
Level 3 Team Commission Commission paid on Level 3 Team Sales 
Level 4 Team Personal Referred by your level 3 team 
Level 4 Team Commission Commission paid on Level 4 Team Sales 
Level 5 Team Personal Referred by your level 4 team 
Level 5 Team Commission Commission paid on Level 5 Team Sales 
Level 6 Team Personal Referred by your level 5 team 
Level 6 Team Commission Commission paid on Level 6 Team Sales 
Marketing Materials The advertising, marketing and informational materials that 

fibi & clo provides to its Independent Business Owners from 
time to time, including but not limited to Look Books, 
Product Detail Guides and Opportunity Brochures. 

Mentor Any upline leader, including your direct sponsor 
Minimum Commission Check $10 – no commission check will be issued less than $10. If 

an Agent earns less than $10 in commission, their 
commission will be accrued until their total commission 
total $10 or more. 

Month A month refers to the specific time frame in which 
qualifications and payouts are calculated for. In this plan, a 
month is equal to an actual Calendar month. Six months 
would be six calendar months. 

Paid as Title/Pay Rank A monthly achievement based on qualifications of team 
sales detailed in the Compensation Plan. 

Pedi Bonus Pack Fast Lane Bonus awarded to agent that promoted to 
Fashion Leader in first 3 month of joining the company  

Pedi Bonus Pack + IPad Fast Lane Bonus awarded to agent that promoted to 
Fashion Director or Fashion Executive in first 3 months of 
joining the company  

Personal E-Boutique Sales Commissionable Retail Sales from Agent's personal 
purchase and all customer purchase from Agent's E-
Boutique 



 

Personal Information Identifies, may identify, or permits you to contact, an 
individual. It includes, without limitation, a customer’s, 
potential customer’s, or other individual’s name, address, 
email address, phone number, credit card information, 
Social Security Number, purchase history and other 
information associated with these details. In short, 
“Personal Information” includes any information about an 
identifiable individual.  

Personal Sales The total commissionable retail sales a single Agent 
produced from orders placed personally and by their E-
boutique customers (orders placed directly from an Agent's 
E-boutique). 

Personal Team Sales You and your level 1 team's sales 
Personally Referred 
Agents/Personally Sponsored 
Independent Business Owner 

Business owners who an Agent personally introduced to the 
fibi & clo business 

Phone Allowance For Fashion Leader and above, phone allowance will be 
giving monthly if the agent meets the personal sales 
requirement 

Phone Allowance Level 1 Qualified monthly for Fashion Leader and above, level 1 
phone allowance will be giving if the agent meets the level 
1 personal sales requirement 

Phone Allowance Level 2 Qualified monthly for Fashion Leader and above, level 2 
phone allowance will be giving instead of level 1 phone 
allowance if the agent meets the level 2 personal sales 
requirement 

Policies & Procedures The fibi & clo Policies & Procedures 
Promote (Promotion) An Agent promotes to a new Title when they meet all of the 

qualifications for that title in the month. The promotion is 
effective the first day of the following month meaning that 
they meet the minimum qualifications. 

Qualified An Agent is considered to be Qualified if they meet the 
maintenance requirements for their title. 

Qualify Achieving a minimum team sales requirement to earn 
commissions, rewards, or incentives, as applicable and 
detailed in the Compensation Plan 

Qualifying Volume Same as Commissionable Retail Sales and Sales 
Reinstatement Policy If an Agent is cancelled or resigns, they may request 

reinstatement at any time within 6 months by contacting 
Agent Care Center and will be reinstated under their 
original sponsor. Their personally sponsored Agent will be 
reinstated but not their previous title. If an Agent wishes to 
join under a different sponsor, they must have been 
inactive for 6 months after being terminated, or in the case 
of resignation, wait nine months before reapplying and will 
start as a new Agent, without their former personally 
sponsored Agent and title. 

Retail Commission Retail Commission is paid on Personal E-boutique sales 
range from 15%-35% based on achieved/career title. This 
is the Agent's profit from the sale of retail products. 

Sales Retail amount on qualifying products purchased excluding 
the business supply orders and hostess rewards. 



 

Sales See Commissionable Retail Sales 
Shoe Credit Credit awarded to agent for shoe purchase 
Shoe Discount Certification Discount certification awarded to agent for shoe purchase 
Shoe Party fibi & clo Shoe Party 
Sponsor/Referral The person who introduces an individual to the business 
Team Commission Commission paid on the monthly sales of a team 
Team Sales The total personal sales of all team members 
Termination If an Agent's agreement is terminated, the 

Agent must sit-out for six (6) months. Should the Agent 
have sponsored other Agents, those Agent will roll-up, and 
cannot be regained by the terminated Agent. Following the 
six-month period, a new agreement may be submitted for 
review, and must be approved prior to re-enrolment. 
 
reasons for termination: 
+Non-renewal of Agent Agreement 
+No purchase in a rolling three (3) month period 
+Violation of fibi & clo Policies and Procedures or Terms of 
Use 

Title Maintenance After an Agent has promoted to a new Title, they may 
maintain that title by meeting all of the required 
qualifications each month. If they do this, then they will be 
Paid-as their Title (their Title and Paid-As Title will be the 
same). If they fail to maintain their Title qualifications, 
then they will be paid-as the next qualified lower title. 

Training Module 1 Level 1 training required by fibi & clo to advance to Fashion 
Leader 

Training Module 2 Level 2 training required by fibi & clo to advance to Fashion 
Director 

Training Module 3 Level 3 training required by fibi & clo to advance to Fashion 
Executive 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Compensation Chart 
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